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Abstract—The advanced production systems are composed of
separate and distinct systems that operate in both isolation and
conjunction, and therefore forms the System-of-Systems (SoS).
However, a lot of production systems are classified as safety-
critical, for example, due to the interactions between machines
and involved materials. From the safety perspective, besides
the behaviour of an individual system in SoS, the emergent
behaviour of systems that comes from their individual actions and
interactions must be considered. An unplanned event or sequence
of events in safety-critical production systems may results in
human injury or death, damage to machines or the environment.
This paper focuses on the construction equipment domain,
particularly the quarry site, which solely produce dimension
stone and/or gravel products. The principal contribution of this
paper is SoS hazard identification and mitigation/elimination for
the electric quarry site for which the combination of guide words
based collaborative method Hazard and Operability (HAZOP)
and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) are used. The published studies on
HAZOP and FTA techniques have not considered the emergent
behaviours of different machines. The applicability of partic-
ular techniques is demonstrated for individual and emergent
behaviours of machines used in the quarry operations, such as
autonomous hauler, wheel loader, excavator and crusher.

Index Terms—hazard analysis and risk assessment, emergent
behaviours, system-of-systems, safety and autonomous machines.

I. INTRODUCTION

The production systems are typically composed of separate

and distinct systems that may not be designed for integration.

However, to support the smart production, the characteristics

of System-of-Systems (SoS), in particular, operational and

managerial independence, evolutionary development, emer-

gent behaviour and geographic distribution are taken into

consideration [1], [2]. Compared to an individual system,

the system boundary is not clearly defined in SoS and a

set of constituent systems might vary over time either as

part of normal operation such as another automated vehicle

enters in a traffic management system, or otherwise as part of

evolutionary development such as traffic management system

receives a new version of control system [3]. The SoS hazard

identification and mitigation is therefore challenging for which

besides the behaviour of an individual system, the emergent

behaviour of systems that comes from their individual actions

and interactions needs to be considered.

The safety assurance is a regulatory requirement for safety-

critical production systems in which an unplanned event or

sequence of events may results in human injury or death,

damage to machines or the environment. The principal ob-

jective of system safety analysis and risks assessment is the

identification, elimination or mitigation, and documentation of

system hazards, in order to make the system acceptably safe. It

has been recognized that the safety analysis is much more cost

effective during system design and development than trying to

inject safety after the occurrence of an accident or mishap [4].

The functional safety standards, such as ISO 26262 [5],

ISO 25119 [6] and IEC 61508 [7] prescribe the adaptation

of hazard analysis techniques.

The Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) [4], [8] analysis is

widely used to identify possible deviations in systems and

subsystems, their possible fault root causes and consequences.

It is applicable to all types of systems and equipment [4].

Afterwards, for in-depth analysis, the Fault Tree Analysis

(FTA) [9] would be used to develop the fault propagation

pathways and to provide a probability for ranking of fault

causes before the failures actually occur. The HAZOP and

FTA techniques have been combined for risk analysis in fuel

storage [10], oil refinery unit [11], and hydrogen refuelling

station [12], [13]. Besides the chemical industry, the combi-

nation of HAZOP and FTA techniques is used for security

vulnerability of web application and infrastructure [14], au-

tonomous service robot [15] and flight conflict at airport [16].

To date, however, the published studies have not considered

the HAZOP and FTA techniques for the emergent behaviours

of different machines.

This paper focuses on the SoS hazard analysis for the

electric quarry site [17], which solely produce dimension stone

and/or gravel products. The heavy machines used in the quarry

operations such as autonomous hauler, wheel loader, excavator

and crusher represent the separate and distinct systems that

have not been designed for integration. Due to the autonomous

machines, heavy materials and human involvement, the quarry

site is regarded as safety-critical. The SoS hazard analysis is

performed for which the HAZOP and FTA techniques are used

for the identification and elimination of potential hazards in

the advanced quarry production. The results obtained from

HAZOP and FTA techniques are utilized for elimination or

control of identified hazards to demonstrate ultimate, accept-

able safety of the quarry site.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

provides background information on electric quarry site and

two hazard analysis techniques, in particular, HAZOP and



FTA. Section III describes the quarry production in a smart

manner and also performs the SoS hazard analysis. Section IV

presents the related work. Section V concludes the paper and

discusses future research directions.

II. BASELINE AND CONCEPTS

A. Electric Quarry Site

This subsection describes an operational quarry site [17].

It falls under the construction equipment domain. The quarry

site solely produce dimension stone and/or gravel products of

different granularity, which are used for the construction of

buildings, roads and railway track beds. The quarry opera-

tion is carried out with different kind of machines such as

autonomous hauler, wheel loader, excavator, primary/mobile

crusher and secondary crusher. In particular, they collaborate

together to realize the targeted production goals [18]. The

quarry site is subdivided into different production zones.

• Feeding Primary Crusher: The primary crusher breaks

the hard and bigger rocks into the smaller rocks. This

is done to facilitate the transportation to the secondary

crusher. The excavator feeds the raw material to primary

crusher, i.e., the rocks that are broken out of the mountain

with explosives. The ripper is attached to the excavator

or otherwise the dozer to break down the rocks, which

may create difficulties for the excavator and/or crusher.

• Direct Loading or Truck Loading: The conveyor belt is

attached to the primary crusher. It is therefore possible

to directly load the autonomous hauler from the primary

crusher or otherwise the rock piles will be formed. The

wheel loader is used for making changes in rock piles.

The autonomous hauler might also be loaded with the

wheel loader.

• Transporting and Dumping: The autonomous haulers

travel in the defined path and dumps the loaded rocks

in the feeding spot of the secondary crusher. The site

management system is responsible for commanding the

autonomous haulers. It is composed of three subsystems:

(i) user interface visualizes the corresponding informa-

tion; (ii) fleet management sets missions or tasks for

individual autonomous haulers; and (iii) traffic control

maintains sufficient distances to avoid collisions.

• Feeding Secondary Crusher: The secondary crusher is a

fixed crusher and might be located bit far away. It further

crushes the rocks into smaller granularity or fractions to

meet the customer demands.

• Charging: The battery-powered autonomous haulers are

used in the quarry site. After the completion of mis-

sion(s), there is a need to recharge the battery. To be

able to recharge the battery, the charging spots have been

defined.

• Parking: After the completion of assigned tasks, the

machines can be moved to the parking station. If the

parking station is not defined, the machines can be parked

beside the transportation routes.

B. Hazard Analysis Techniques

The SoS hazard analysis performed in this paper is based

on the HAZOP and FTA techniques. This subsection provides

an overview of the particular techniques.

1) Hazard and Operability Analysis: The Hazard and Op-

erability (HAZOP) analysis is an inductive technique for

identifying and analysing the potential hazards and operational

concerns of a system [4]. HAZOP was initially developed

to analyse chemical process systems, but later extended for

other types of complex systems, for instance, nuclear power

plants, rail systems and air traffic management systems [8],

[10]. HAZOP analysis is preferably carried out early in the

design phase taking different parts into consideration such as

software, hardware, procedures and human interactions. The

HAZOP analysis sessions are reported in the HAZOP work-

sheets containing matrix or columns, in which the different

items and proceedings are recorded.

The HAZOP analysis process starts with a full description

of a system (or a process), which is broken down into system

parameters (or steps). Afterwards, all possible deviations are

systematically identified by comparing a set of guide words

(e.g., more, less and part of etc.) against a list of system

parameters or characteristics (e.g., flow of data, pressure and

temperature etc.). It might be noted that not all combinations of

guide words and parameters are expected to yield sensible or

plausible deviations and these combinations can be omitted in

the HAZOP worksheets. After the identification of deviations,

an assessment is carried out to determine whether particular

deviations and their consequences can have negative effects

on the system’s operation. Finally, the appropriate recom-

mendations are identified that can help to prevent accidents

or reduce the associated risk. These steps are repeated for

each characteristic and then each node of the system until all

hazards are identified.

2) Fault Tree Analysis: The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is

one of most commonly used deductive analysis approach for

modelling, analysing and evaluating failure paths in a large

complex dynamic systems such as nuclear power stations,

aircraft and chemical processes [9], [19]. Moreover, it can be

conducted at different levels of abstraction, such as require-

ment phase to find out weaknesses in the specification and

their impact on the system quality; and the detailed design

phase to find weaknesses in design and to identify a direct

effect on software safety [4]. The FTA process starts with

a top undesired event or mishap and attempts to find out

what nodes of a system, combination of events, or component

behaviour lead to the occurrence of this top event. It uses

a graphical model (i.e. fault tree), which is composed of

a top undesired event (outcome), intermediate events, and

bottom (basic) events; they are used to describe the internal

functional logical (cause–effect) relationship between events.

The cause–effect relationships between the components of a

system and their events are achieved based on the operating

principle and fault mechanisms of the system by using logic

gates (e.g., AND-gate, OR-gate, etc.).



Fig. 1. System-of-Systems Architecture – Advanced Quarry Site

Fault tree development is an iterative analysis process,

where the initial structure is continually updated to correspond

with design development. During the analysis, those elements

which are not contributing in the occurrence of a top undesired

event can be eliminated. However, the elements not involved

with the occurrence of one undesired event may be involved

in the occurrence of another undesired event. A quantitative

evaluation can be performed in addition to a qualitative eval-

uation to measure the probability of the occurrence of a top

undesired event and the major faults contributing to this event.

III. APPLICATION OF HAZARD ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES TO

THE ADVANCED QUARRY PRODUCTION

The construction equipment manufacturers aims to provide

innovative technological solutions. In the past year, the first

emission free quarry site has been made operational [17].

The rocks transportation in quarry site is carried out with

the autonomous haulers. The operation of autonomous haulers

is similar to the Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs). After

the hauler, the automation of wheel loader could be con-

sidered [17], [20]. To support the smart or advanced quarry

production, besides the behaviour of individual machines, the

emergent behaviour of machines needs to be considered. For

example, the automated loading requires emergent interactions

of autonomous hauler with crusher or otherwise wheel loader.

This section focuses on the SoS hazards analysis. At first,

the SoS architecture for the advanced quarry production is

described (Section III-A). The PolarSys CHESS1 Toolset is

utilized for the development of system models. After that,

two hazard analysis techniques are applied: HAZOP (Sec-

tion III-B) and FTA (Section III-C). The former establishes

the worksheets, while the latter produces the fault trees.

A. System-of-Systems Architecture

The site management system serves as a primary controller.

From the traffic control perspective, the positions of machines

are tracked with the Global Positioning Systems (GPS), which

are displayed on the site map. The travel paths need to be de-

fined for moving towards the loading, dumping, charging and

parking places. The fleet management subsystem commands

the specific machines to perform their intended operations. For

transportation, the missions are assigned to the autonomous

haulers. To perform the mission efficiently, the required battery

level needs to be determined. This is done before going to the

loading place. To adapt the increased transportation demands,

besides the direct loading from primary crusher, the parallel

loading from wheel loader is considered. The user interface
subsystem visualizes the status information. The autonomous

haulers are moved to the parking station after the termination

of transportation operation. If the primary crusher is building

1https://www.polarsys.org/chess/index.html



the rock piles, the direct loading is disabled. It is also possible

to turn off the entire quarry operation, in particular, all the

machines at the quarry site.

The autonomous vehicles contain the cameras, GPS and

LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging). These sensors are

responsible for gathering surrounding information, such as

positions, obstacles, and lane or boundaries. This information

is processed for controlling the mechanical parts, for example,

the drive unit for motion and operation, the steering system

for manoeuvring, and the braking system for slowing down

the vehicle to avoid collisions and accidents. The interaction

platform and other attachments such as batteries for power

supply are integrated in the autonomous hauler.

Together with the individual behaviour, the emergent be-

haviour of machines/systems is considered, as shown in Fig-

ure 1. The wheel loader is able to call the autonomous hauler,

which informs back the wheel loader upon reaching the

specified position. To be able to perform the direct loading, the

adjustment of conveyor belt or otherwise autonomous hauler
is desired. The remaining weight is conveyed to the wheel
loader and primary crusher. There is also a need to pause

the primary crusher for a while so that the next autonomous
hauler is adjusted under the conveyor belt. If the crusher is

jammed or the wait time for a next autonomous hauler is

increased, the excavator is instructed to halt excavation. In the

advanced charging and parking stations, for the assignment of

specific places, the kind of machines needs to be determined.

Besides that, the remaining battery and machine status might

be conveyed.

B. Applying HAZOP Technique

In the context of SoS, a failure may not just lead to a

hazard and accident of a system itself. But it can propagate

to other systems, which lead to a mishap. This is because

different systems have emergent interactions between them.

In an SoS quarry production, the critical incidents can occur

if correctly and timely communication is not established, for

instance, a message is received too late, an incorrect message

is transferred, or wrongly interpreted by the receiver. From

TABLE I
A SET OF GUIDE WORDS AND THEIR MEANINGS FOR SOS

Guide Word Interpretation
Late A message/data is transferred too late to be used.
Early A message/data is transferred too early to be used.
No/Not/None
/Omission

A message is not transferred. Interaction does not occur
at all. None of the design intention is achieved.

More
The message is sent to more objects than intended. Too
much or repeated information is transferred.

Less/Part Of
The message is sent to fewer objects (receivers) than
intended. Too little information is transferred. Some of
the design intention is achieved.

Incorrect/
Other Than

Incorrect message is transferred. Another activity takes
place, opposite of what is intended.

Before/After
A message is transferred in a wrong sequence. Some-
thing happens before/after the intended order.

Slower/Faster Activity is (not) done with the right timing.
Reverse Source and destination objects are reversed.

TABLE II
CONSEQUENCES OF DEVIATIONS

ID Consequences
C01 Human injuries or life lose

C02
Autonomous Hauler (AH) does not maintain a safe distance from
other (autonomous or human operated) machines

C03 AH is unable to complete the mission
C04 AH enters in the restricted areas/region where human are working
C05 Major environmental damage
C06 Machine damage, loss of critical hardware
C07 AH rate of manoeuvre is insufficient to avoid the other obstacles
C08 AH fails to detect the obstacles at sufficient range
C09 AH unable to reduce/manage the speed or apply brake
C10 AH slips and falls during loading and unloading
C11 AH/other machines do not maintain a safe distance from human

TABLE III
EXTRACT OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HAZARDS

ID HAZOP Recommendations

R01
Install roadside Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)
devices for better communication

R02
Introduce communication prioritization between machine to server
communication, and machine-to-machine

R03 Use efficient networking protocol

R04
Increase number of wireless access point and retransmit the
message

R05 Get the information from LIDAR as back up
R06 Take the values from camera
R07 Install additional sensors as back up
R08 Site manager takes the control
R09 Slow down speed motor
R10 Delete the connection with speed evaluator and switching to GPS
R11 Use dynamic filtering and inertial sensors

the loading perspective, the delay of messages can result in

severe damages to the machines. The collision of autonomous

hauler is possible consequence, especially with the machines

not equipped with obstacle detection and collision/avoidance

mechanisms. Due to the incorrect mission or travel path as-

signment, the autonomous hauler may unintendedly enter into

the restricted area in which humans are working or hazardous

materials are stored. The failure of speed sensors may result

in the wrong decisions which, in turn, may leads to the human

injury or even life lose or damage to the environment.

We have performed a detailed HAZOP analysis for the

advanced quarry production. For the hazard analysis, eight

systems are taken into consideration; they are further divided

into subsystems. The quarry production is carried out in dif-

ferent phases. In the context of an advanced quarry site, there

is a need to address both individual and emergent behaviours

of particular systems to realize the targeted production goals,

as described in Sections II-A and III-A. To perform the

HAZOP analysis, a set of guide words, parameters (e.g.,

speed, position, etc.), system inputs and outputs, a list of

messages, and paths are identified. Table I shows a set of

guide words and their interpretation. They are used for SoS

hazard analysis. Each guide word is applied to all reasonable

pairs of parameters, operations or components for determining

the deviations. During the HAZOP analysis, the evaluation

is carried out to determine whether the combinations makes



TABLE IV
EXTRACT OF THE HAZOP ANALYSIS REPORT FOR COMMUNICATION

Item Guide
Word Parameter Deviation Cause Consequence

[Table II]
Recommendation
[Table III]

H01 Late Communication

Position of wheel loader
or primary crusher is sent
and/or received late than ex-
pected

Communication link between site
server and wheel loader/primary
crusher, or between site server and
autonomous hauler is manipulated,
downtime, loss of GPS signal

C02 R01

H02 No Communication
Position of wheel loader or
primary crusher is not trans-
ferred to autonomous hauler

Network unavailability, signal
transmitter failure, reflection of
signals, out of range

C01, C02, C03 R02

H03 More Communication
Message received twice than
expected to site management
system

Autonomous hauler repeatedly
sends the same message to site
management over a determined
amount of time

C02, C11 R02

H04
Other Than/
Incorrect

Communication
Incorrect mission or travel
path is transferred to au-
tonomous hauler

Wrong command is given by wheel
loader and/or site server manager,
site management system failed to
detect human command

C01, C03, C04,
C11

R03

H05 Less/Part of Communication
Less information about mis-
sion is provided to au-
tonomous hauler

Loose communication, intermittent
communication

C03, C04 R04

H06 Other Than Communication
Mission is transferred to the
other autonomous hauler

Wrong command given by human,
site management system failed to
detect human command

C01, C04, C06,
C11

R03

TABLE V
EXTRACT OF THE HAZOP ANALYSIS REPORT FOR SYSTEMS AND SUBSYSTEMS

Item Guide
Word Parameter Deviation Cause Consequence

[Table II]
Recommendation
[Table III]

H07a Not
GPS system lo-
cate wheel loader
position

GPS system fails to locate
the wheel loader position,
send and receive the loca-
tion

GPS sensor fails, position es-
timator fails, communication
failure

C02, C03 R05, R11

H07b Less/Part of
GPS system lo-
cate wheel loader
position

Send and receive less
information of location.
Route optimization failure

Wrong reading of GPS sensor,
position estimator failure, bi-
ased position is calculated and
forward

C03, C04 R06, R11

H08a Not

GPS system lo-
cate Autonomous
Hauler (AH) po-
sition

GPS system fails to locate
the AH position, send and
receive the location

GPS sensor fails, position esti-
mator fails, GPS receiver fails,
network unavailability

C02, C03, C07 R05, R11

H08b Incorrect
GPS system lo-
cate AH position

GPS incorrectly estimates
the location and direction.
Send incorrect location

GPS sensor failure, wheel
speed sensor failure, system
controller failure, communica-
tion failure

C02, C07 R05, R11

H09a
Other Than/
Incorrect

LIDAR Position
Encoder (AH)

Fails to detect obstacles
and identify the location.
Sends a wrong message

Mirror motor malfunction, po-
sition encoder failure, object
to far to be detected, light
emitter and receiver failure

C05, C06, C02,
C08, C11

R07

H09b
More, Less,
Other Than

LIDAR locate
correct position

Misalignment. Data passed
to the state estimator is ei-
ther corrupted or less

Laser malfunction, light emit-
ter and receiver failure

C01, C05, C06,
C08

R07

H10a No
Camera, Detect
object (AH)

Could not detect the obsta-
cles, difficult to localize

Improper lighting, blind spot,
object is too far

C01, C02, C05 R07, R08

H10b
Other Than,
Part of

Camera, Detect
object

Detect object parts, cannot
take the whole picture of
object

Object is too close or too big.
Improper lighting, misalign-
ment, dirty or damaged lens

C05, C06, C01,
C08, C11

R07

H10c
Late, Before
After

Camera, Detect
object

Detect the object late, dif-
ficult to localize

Object moves past, high
speed, improper lighting,
misalignment

C05, C06, C01,
C11

R07, R09

H10d No
Camera, Detect
surface

Not able to detect uneven-
ness of the surface

Adverse weather conditions,
improper lighting, dirty lens

C10 R07, R08

H10e No
Camera, Detect
lane

Not able to detect lane Improper lighting, blind spot C04 R07, R08

H11a Incorrect
Wheel speed sen-
sor

Speed sensor emits wrong
value, encoder feedback
unable to be transferred

Speed sensor failure, wheel
encoder failure

C09, C02, C01,
C08, C11

R07, R10



sense. Afterwards, for the relevant hazards, all possible causes

and potential consequences are identified. Table II shows the

consequences of deviation. The proposed corrective measures

to mitigate the hazards are shown in Table III. This process is

repeated deviation by deviation and attribute by attribute until

the analysis for SoS quarry production is completed.

The performed analysis not just focuses on the commu-

nication failures in SoS, but also external malfunctions and

internal systems failures. Table IV shows the reduced hazard

analysis results related to transmitting a message, in which

the loading point, current position of machines and mission

assignment are taken into consideration. Their listed failures

concern the site management system, wheel loader/primary

crusher, autonomous haulers and communication links. Note

that the combinations without plausible deviations are omitted.

It can be seen from the HAZOP results that the transformation

of incorrect mission or travel path to autonomous hauler that

can be caused by the command detection failure leads to

the incomplete mission, machine damage or human injuries.

This can be prevented by using efficient networking proto-

col. Table V summarizes the hazards caused because of the

environmental influences and internal failures of autonomous

hauler and wheel loader systems, or subsystems (e.g., LIDAR,

GPS etc.) that are propagated to one or more systems, and in-

turn lead to a mishap. The results from the HAZOP analysis

have been used for prevention or mitigation of identified SoS

hazards.

C. Applying FTA Technique

By focusing on a rigorous and structured methodology, FTA

supports system analysts in modelling the unique combinations

of fault events, which may cause an undesired event to

occur. The comprehensive fault trees are developed based on

the hazards and their potential effects understood from the

HAZOP analysis, in which the identified hazards can serve as

the top undesired events. To develop the fault trees, human

injury, machine damage and mission failure are selected as

the top undesired events or mishaps. After establishing a top

event, sub-undesired events are identified and structured that

is referred to the top fault tree layer. The logic between every

event is investigated, in particular, the type of gates and their

specific inputs are formulated. All possible reasons including

human errors, and environmental influences are evaluated

level-by-level until all relevant events are found.

Human injuries might occur at different phases of quarrying

process, for example, upon the entry of machines or humans

in the restricted areas. On the one hand, if an autonomous

hauler enters in the restricted area, there is a possibility of

collision with the working humans or explosive materials.

On the other hand, if a human enters in the dangerous

areas such as loading and dumping, there is a possibility of

collision with an autonomous hauler or wheel loader. Figure 2

shows how the top mishap human injury is associated with

the vulnerability of autonomous hauler at transporting phase.

The autonomous hauler may unintendedly enter in the re-

stricted areas due to the communication failures (i.e., emergent
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Fig. 2. Top level fault tree of human injury mishap

interactions), environment influences or obstacles detection

failures. If an autonomous hauler or human is entered in the

specific areas, besides the detection of obstacles, sufficient

distance from human needs to be maintained. But, the failures

caused by the battery power, system and mechanical parts

may potentially lead to the collisions. The system failure is

caused by two intermediate events: software control system

failure and navigation safety system failure. In the context

of mechanical parts failure, for example, drive unit, steering

and brake systems, the autonomous hauler cannot be able

to move, turn and apply brakes, respectively. The navigation

safety system performance may also be affected for which the

reasons include the degradation of GPS, LIDAR, or cameras.

The fault tree shows that the resulting behaviour of particular

failures will always reach a top mishap scenario.

As we see in Figure 3, the fault tree is further constructed

with respect to the communication failure and environmental

malfunction. The incorrect mission transfer to autonomous

hauler and timing failures are related to the communication

failures. If the site manager sent the wrong travel path, or

mission and position, system fails to detect or autonomous

hauler is out of range to receive commands. Besides the

messages sent from site management system to autonomous

hauler, the messages from wheel loader/primary crusher to site

management system may cause the communication failures.

Another reason of communication failure is the link failure

(i.e. network unavailability). Therefore, these events are further

developed into basic events. The environmental malfunction

might be caused by the adverse weather conditions, drivable

surface conditions and human behaviours.

In the fault trees, we have removed multiple occurring

events and branches for the purpose of avoiding errors and

obtaining accurate results. The presence of humans in the
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Fig. 3. Fault trees of communication failure and environmental malfunction

quarry site is one of the most crucial links. The communication

failure is perceived as most vulnerable event among all events.

The failure of sensors (e.g., camera, GPS and LIDAR) is the

second most common problem for the failure of autonomous

vehicles [21]. The results obtained from the FTA demonstrate

that human injury, machine damage and mission failure are

either caused by a communication failure, or otherwise one or

more subsystem components.

IV. RELATED WORK

Two of the studies consider the safety and reliability issues

of the AGVs components and their probability of success

in completing a prescribed mission. Yan et al. [22] merged

Failure Modes and Effects Criticality Analysis (FMECA) and

FTA to assess the safety of AGVs. Duran and Zalewski [23]

applied the FTA on autonomous ground vehicles to identify

hazards related to LIDAR and cameras.

Martin-Guillerez et al. [15] analysed risks for autonomous

service robot. At first, the Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA)

technique is used to identify hazards in the preliminary design.

After that, the deviations in UML use cases and sequence

diagrams are analysed by applying the HAZOP technique.

However, the fault trees based on the PHA and HAZOP-

UML hazards are not presented. Wu et al. [16] combined the

HAZOP and FTA techniques for analysing the flight conflict

at airport. The HAZOP technique is applied for acquiring the

deviation and hazards list. For in-depth accident analysis, the

fault trees are constructed based on the hazards list, in which

the worst result is taken as the top event. Snamchaiskul and

Phanrattanachai [14] used the HAZOP and FTA techniques

to investigate the security vulnerability of web application

and infrastructure. The guide words are proposed to cover

the vulnerabilities, such as cross site scripting, SQL injection

and script injection. The authors found that the fault tree

of vulnerabilities in web applications did not yield much

contribution than web infrastructure. Wu et al. [16] and

Snamchaiskul and Phanrattanachai [14] have not considered

the preventive measures. The aforementioned studies focus on

the safety analysis of a single system.

There are few attempts to perform HAZOP analysis on an

SoS. Redmond et al. [24] propose an SoS hazard analysis tech-

nique, which is a mixture of HAZOP and network analysis.

The technique focuses on just one type of hazards, particularly

interface hazards, in which one system causes a mishap

in another system by transferring a failure over specified

interface. Michael et al. [25] introduce a validation framework

by combining Goal Question Metric (GQM), HAZOP and

network analysis for measuring the sufficiency of software

safety requirements with a set of metrics for an SoS missile

defense. Stephenson et al. [26] present hazard assessment

and safety-case production for Integrated Aircrew Training

(IAT). To do that, they adapt product line techniques (feature

model) to manage variation between staff training scenarios.

The initial data for each system is derived from a differential

analysis. The high-level hazard assessment is performed using

HAZOP and HAZAN (Hazard Analysis) on training scenario.

Then, a low-level exemplars assessment is performed.

Baumgart et al. [18] apply System-Theoretic Process Anal-

ysis (STPA) on the quarry site, in which just the control

structure diagram is taken into consideration. In comparison

to our work, the causes of communication failures, influences

of environment and internal failure of the system, as well as

the advancements in quarry site have not been investigated.

For the SoS hazard and safety analysis, the simulation-based

approaches are also proposed. In particular, they are designed

to give quantitative assessments of the overall risk present in

the system. For example, Blom et al. [27] in airspace system

safety, and Mohaghegh et al. [28] in socio-technical systems

use Monte Carlo techniques to acquire quantitative statistical

measures of the overall safety of a system under specified

conditions. Alexander and Kelly [29] present an analysis

technique (SimHAZAN) that uses multi-agent modelling and

simulation to explore the effects of deviant node behaviour

within an SoS. However, the output results of simulation-based

approaches contain thousands or millions of run logs, each

containing tens of thousands of entries. It is very difficult for

a human analyst to read such logs and understand them.

The principal contribution of this paper is SoS hazard

analysis, which is performed as a first step towards advanced

quarry production. For this reason we applied HAZOP and

FTA techniques for the identification of hazards occurred due

to the interactions between heavy machines/systems used in

the quarry operations. Besides the identification of hazards,

their prevention and mitigation had been considered.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To be able to support the advanced quarry production,

besides the individual behaviour of machines used in the

quarry operations, such as autonomous hauler, wheel loader,

excavator, primary crusher and secondary crusher, their emer-

gent behaviour needs to be considered. Accordingly, this

paper focuses on the SoS hazard identification and mitiga-

tion/elimination for the quarry production. Two hazard anal-



ysis techniques, particularly HAZOP and FTA are applied.

The former is applied to identify possible deviations in SoS

quarry production, their possible fault root causes and con-

sequences. The latter supports in-depth analysis; the fault

trees are constructed based on the hazards and their potential

effects understood from the HAZOP analysis. The preventive

measures drawn from the hazard analysis are used to eliminate

or control the identified hazards for the demonstration of

ultimate, acceptable safety of the quarry site.

The simulation environment of machines used in the quarry

site is available in the university lab. A site sever is used

for the specification of different machines in a site. As future

work, we plan to support the dynamic safety assurance. The

safety cases will be developed in the PolarSys OpenCert2

platform. The safety contracts derived from the HAZOP and

FTA techniques will be associated with the safety cases.

The simulation data is used for the runtime monitoring of

safety contracts. The results will be processed for updating

the assurance (safety) cases and evidence models developed

in the OpenCert platform.
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